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Multisite and JFusion Conflict
Posted by jsohler - 2011/01/28 10:41
_____________________________________

Currently using this version below : 
Multisites for Joomla! 1.5.x 
Version 1.2.46 (Latest available: 1.2.46) 
Patches definition Version 1.2.52 (Latest available: 1.2.52) 

JFusion Component Version 1.5.4-000  
JFusion Authentication Plugin Version 1.5.4-000  
JFusion User Plugin Version 1.5.4-000 
JFusion Activity Module Version 1.5.4-000  
JFusion User Activity Module Version 1.5.4-000 
JFusion Who's Online Module Version 1.5.4-000 
JFusion Login Module Version 1.5.4-000 
JFusion Search Plugin Version 1.5.4-000 
JFusion Discussion Plugin Version 1.5.4-000  

I tried to create a clone site on the front-end but i always getting this error below. 

Warning: Invalid argument supplied for foreach() in  
/home/domain/public_html/administrator/components/com_jfusion/models/model.jfusion.php on line 379 

Warning: Invalid argument supplied for foreach() in /home/domain/public_ht/plugins/user/jfusion.php on
line 652 

When i tried to disable "JFusion User Plugin" multisite works and had create a clone site. But "JFusion
User Plugin" must be enabled for be able to JFusion to work. Any idea or solution about this conflict? It
frustrate me a lot.  

Your response is greatly appreciated. 

Thanks, 
Norman

============================================================================

Re: Multisite and JFusion Conflict
Posted by edwin2win - 2011/01/28 19:11
_____________________________________

Send me in the attachement of an email the All the JFusion that you are using to allow me retrying
reproduce it. 

Also give a detailled scenario that I can follow with potential screenshot that will show me how to
reproduce the problem.

============================================================================
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Re: Multisite and JFusion Conflict
Posted by jsohler - 2011/01/29 08:15
_____________________________________

I'll just post it here. 

Multisite Version Currently using 
Multisites for Joomla! 1.5.x 
Version 1.2.46 (Latest available: 1.2.46) 
Patches definition Version 1.2.52 (Latest available: 1.2.52) 

JFusion version Currently using 
http://i792.photobucket.com/albums/yy206/iostream01/3.jpg 

On my Joomla Plugin Manager  
Authentication - JFusion   : enabled 
Content - JFusion Discussion Bot : disabled 
Search - JFusion                 : enabled 
System - JFusion                 : enabled 
User - JFusion                   : enabled 

You can download JFusion with my same version that i'm using here : 
http://www.jfusion.org/downloads/category/1-latest_release?download=17%3Ajfusion-1.5.4 

This is my Multisite Website template Details.: 
http://i792.photobucket.com/albums/yy206/iostream01/1.jpg 

This is when i try to create a clone site on the front-end 
http://i792.photobucket.com/albums/yy206/iostream01/2.jpg 

When is press save. I get this error. 
http://i792.photobucket.com/albums/yy206/iostream01/4.jpg 

Status: 
User Creation - ok 
Database Creation- ok (SQL deployed correctly) 
Clone files - some files are missing. files present(logs,tmp, configuration.php) 
Creating a clone site - failure 

When i tried to disabled JFusion User Plugin multisite works and created a clone site successfully, but
when i try to enabled back JFusion User Plugin multisite would not work. So my conclusion is there is a
conflict between Multisite and JFusion. Or maybe i'm wrong.. Any idea? 

Your reponse is greatly appreciated. 

Thanks, 
Norman

============================================================================

Re: Multisite and JFusion Conflict
Posted by edwin2win - 2011/01/30 13:33
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_____________________________________

I am not able to reproduce it. 
Based on the error lines, it seems that JFusion has a problem to either connect on the DB of the website
or does not have any "master" or "slave" defined in the JFusion configuration. 

The line 379 correspond to a failure to get master in JFusion 
$query = "SELECT name FROM #__jfusion WHERE master = 1 OR slave = 1"; 

Line 673 seems to be a failure when accessing the slave. 
            //update the user details in any JFusion slaves 
            $slaves = JFusionFunction::getPlugins(); 
            foreach ($slaves as $slave) { 

So perhaps this is a problem in the configuration of JFusion.

============================================================================

Re:Multisite and JFusion Conflict
Posted by aky004 - 2012/01/29 19:03
_____________________________________

anyone know if now jfusion work with jms correctly?

============================================================================

Re:Multisite and JFusion Conflict
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/01/30 16:13
_____________________________________

Personnaly, I didn't review it for a long time. 
I hope that a customer will reply to your post.

============================================================================

Re:Multisite and JFusion Conflict
Posted by djdesjardins - 2012/02/02 00:12
_____________________________________

If you test it, please let me know if you run into any issues.  I plan to look at it myself in about 3 weeks, I'll
post my results, feedback here.

============================================================================

Re:Multisite and JFusion Conflict
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/02/02 11:52
_____________________________________

Start to send us the JFusion in the attachement of an email. 
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See "contact us" for the email address.

============================================================================
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